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A European value added for Next Generation EU

 The EU has launched a number of initiatives to deal with the short-
run implications of the corona crisis (suspension fiscal rules, SURE, 
ESM lending facility).

 The Recovery Fund and expansion of the EU budget recently 
proposed by the EU Commission and provisionally agreed, despite 
opposition from “frugals”, mark a sea-change in European 
integration.

 The volume of the joint borrowing, the distribution of resources 
according to “need”, the long repayment period and opening a 
window for own resources are break-throughs. 

 Yet it will not be enough to meet the challenges Europe faces. It is 
too small and remains locked in a problematic juste retour logic (EU-
raised money for national projects).
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A European value added for Next Generation EU

 We propose a 10-year, €2tn investment programme for concrete 
EU-level projects 

 The focus is on public health, transport infrastructure, 
energy/decarbonisation.

 The concrete projects are intended as examples of what could 
sensibly be done at European level.

 It consists of two pillars. In a national pillar, resources should be 
focused on the hardest-hit countries and front-loaded.

 The bulk of the money would be devoted to finance genuinely 
European projects, where there is an EU value added.

 The main goals are raising productivity/living standards, regional 
cohesion, and decarbonisation (with Just Transition)
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Note: The EU pillar (time period 2021-2030) includes: Health4EU agency costs of €20 bn p.a. plus health infrastructure support of €20 bn p.a. 
(i.e. two fifth of the health infrastructure gap of €50 bn p.a. for the countries with tight budgets); Ultra Rapid Train (alternatively a European Silk 
Road of similar costs) 1st half of the total €1.1 tn, i.e. €550 bn; 100% RES e-highway 1st half of the total €520 bn, i.e. €260 bn; remaining €290 
bn in support to member state policies to mitigate climate risk.
Source: Own presentation.

How to spend it
Suggested architecture of a European Covid-19 Recovery Programme

Covid-19 Recovery Fund: € 2 tn, 2021-30 

EU pillar:
€ 1,500 bn, 2021-30

Health4EU: 
€ 400 bn  

100% RES e-
highway 1st leg: € 

260 bn

Ultra Rapid Train 
1st leg: € 550 bn 

Support to 
mitigate climate 
risk: € 290 bn

National pillar:
€ 500 bn, 2021-23

Relief  for MS: 
€ 200 bn

Relief  for most 
affected MS: 

€ 300 bn 
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A New Agency for Restoring Health4EU

Background

 Covid-19 revealed that EU lacks a genuine European health policy 

- No coordination & different access to medicines and equipment

- Though there are 2 European health agencies with similar 
attributions as their US counterparts… but (much) lower funding

 Substantial investment needs in health sector (€70 bn p.a.) and long-
term care (€50 bn p.a.) according to EC documents

 EC replied with EU4Health instrument of €9.4 bn over a 7-year period

 But EU4Health has disappeared from the Council agreement in July
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A New Agency for Restoring Health4EU

What we propose

 A single European Health agency in charge of 2 objectives:
- Extra-training and a mobility incentive to better allocate human 

capital and match local health demand and supply
- Strategic supply of medicines and equipment 
- Funding equivalent to what would be appropriate for its US 

counterparts would have to be €20 bn p.a.

 Direct cash funding to local authorities for upgrading their health 
and long-term care infrastructure
- Funding could be €20 bn p.a. (i.e. two fifths of the investment 

shortfall identified by EC)
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A New Agency for Restoring Health4EU

Why we propose extra training (on-the-job practice) & mobility

 Health shocks can be asymmetrical and/or health access differ from 
one country/region to another
- There are health supply shortages & uneven knowledge diffusion

 There are self-reported skills mismatches by hospital staffs across 
the EU
- There are safety risks and inefficiencies

 The EU level is the appropriate policy level to deal with asymmetries 
via mobility incentives (against improved skills) and re-convergence
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A New Agency for Restoring Health4EU

Why we propose strategic supply of medicines & equipment

 The EU level is the most appropriate for this supply:

- It reinforces the bargaining power of the member countries 
- It limits dependence on national pharmaceutical industry 
- Inventory management has the advantage of pooling risk 
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A New Agency for Restoring Health4EU

Why we propose direct cash funding to local authorities

 There are countries/regions in the EU without fiscal room for 
manoeuvre

 There, investment shortfalls are left totally unfunded

 Local investment shortfalls feed real divergence across Member States
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Source: Wikipedia.

Tiny high-speed rail network in Europe
Operational high-speed railway lines, 2019
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Note: Millimeters mm

Source: forschungsinformationssystem.de.

Cross-border travel hampered by technical differences
Railway track gauges in Europe
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Note: Alternating current AC, direct current DC

Source: Wikipedia.

Cross-border travel hampered by technical differences
Rail electrification in Europe
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Source: GEOATLAS.com; own routes.

A suggestion for an EU Ultra-Rapid-Train network
The Ultra-Rapid-Train network map
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URT’s key points
 a new, complementary, double-track high-speed railway system

 18,250 kilometres would amount to about €1,100bn

 cumulative costs amount to 7.5% of GDP over 1-2 decades

 average speed in the range of 250–350 km/h, Paris-Berlin in 4h

 global commercial aviation CO2 emission reduction by 4–5 pp.

 to counter the economic fall-out from the current crisis

 to provide EU citizens with a concrete benefit

 pan-European activity to foster integration and cohesion

 lighthouse project in support of the European Green Deal

 create another European champion in the transport industry 
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Energy/decarbonisation – electrify the Green Deal!

 Boost fundamental research (> foreseen expansion Horizon Europe, 
was €100bn weakened by frugals)

 Accelerate construction of smart, integrated electricity grid (RES e-
highway)
- Availability of low/zero-emission electricity throughout EU vital for 

decarbonisation & cohesion
- Link North (wind) and South (solar) with industrial/pop centres
- Based on 10 year plans by European Network of Transmission 

System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E)
- Total cost estimated to 2050 ~€500 bn
- Proposal frontload investment over next ten years €260bn
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Energy/decarbonisation – electrify the Green Deal!

 A strategy and financing for complementary green hydrogen and 
battery-development projects
- Address problem of intermittent RES-supply 
- Avoid duplication of national strategies
- location as part of interregional just transition strategy

 A re-financing fund for national decarbonisation & JT strategies
- Modelled on SURE, reimburses part of costs of approved MS 

measures (e.g. subsidies HGV replacement)

 (Complementary to crucial regulatory steps – ETS, carbon border 
adjustment levy etc., also possible finance source)
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Issues for discussion and further work
 Financing is not an issue economically (although maybe politically)

- Negative real-interest rates, deflationary context, unused 
resources

- More work planned on multipliers, employment effects

 The right projects to achieve goals (living 
standards/cohesion/decarbonisation)?

 Need for citizens in all countries to perceive benefits (e.g. URT 
versus Silk Road), juste retour debate

 European federalism, subsidiarity (right balance between EU-level 
activities, EU-financed-MS-implemented activities and national 
programmes and priorities)  



Thank you for your attention!


